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"Boom boom boom boom boom ......" the breath on the body of the ancestor crazy climbing again
climbing, soon his aura broke through the early stage of divine endurance, reached the middle
degree, he is not fleeing now, it is intended to fight Lin Hao to the end, desperate to kill Lin Hao,
as for after this battle, he will probably fall permanently realm, but he is also at all costs, absolutely
must kill Lin Hao ......

Black pupils of Lin Hao, looking at the aura still climbing Zu, the fierce smile on his face
even more, the heart of the excitement is crazy climbing again, he is not at all anxious to strike, is
waiting for the sharp change of Zu, let? Joe sharpened to the most powerful degree, and then go to
battle with him ......

At this moment, the aura of the ancestor is climbing wildly, black-robed Lin Hao also began
to gather all the aura of the body, preparing for the next big battle ......

And at the same time, in Lin Hao's eastern expedition to eastern Japan, alone and eastern
Japan's patience alliance fighting when, China's side also occurred an earthquake general event, all
hidden forces, all have completely retired innate sectarians, and then heard the news, also all
out ......

At six o'clock in the evening, just after Lin Hao almost just set foot on the land of East Ying
Island, Shen Xiyan's villa outside came a large group of people, it is a whole ten innate sect master,
the head of the three is the three innate sect master peak old woman, the three is the three elders of
the Nine Heavenly Clan, has not been out of the mountain three elders, but today they are out of
action.



And received outside the warrior briefing Jiu Tianxuan and night one and Mo Tianji, see the
nine heavenly clan actually sent all the innate sect master over, rushed out to meet.

And when Jiu Tian Xuan saw the three elders, his heart instantly became wary. It's hard to
believe that these three elders are trying to hijack Shen Xiyan while Lin Hao is out? Don't do that
silly thing, Jiu Tian Xuan heart can't help but worry, if these three elders, when Lin Hao is no
longer, dare to attack Shen Xiyan, then it is not difficult to imagine, if Lin Hao can come back alive,
her Nine Heavenly Clan will be destroyed.

And just as Jiu Tian Xuan was about to speak, suddenly two more air-breaking sounds rang
out in the distance, and the next moment two Daoist priests who also exuded the aura of an Innate
Patriarch rushed over.

"Master Yuan Song, Master Yuan Feng? Why are you guys here too? Is it hard to say that

you guys mean that too?" The Grand Elder of Jiu Tian Xuan gave a surprised glance at the two
masters, obviously knowing each other, and greeted them first.

"Amitabha Buddha, the poor monk has met the Grand Elder, good, we also know the matter,
this incident is no longer simply a matter between the Jun family master and the Lin family master,
but a matter between our Chinese martial arts world and the martial arts world of Eastern Japan.
This battle can not be worshipped, Jun family master and Lin family master must return safely,
absolutely can not be lost in Eastern Japan, so the poor monk and my master brother, willing to
follow everyone to go ...... "the head of the monk face gloomy, there is a trace of determination in
the eyes.

"Master, Gao Yi ......" The Grand Elder of the Nine Heavenly Clans bowed his hand to
those two masters and worshiped them.



"Grand Elder Gao Yi ...... we have heard about the Nine Heavenly Clans, poor monks thank
the Nine Heavenly Clans for preserving a glimmer of hope for my China ......" The two masters also
bowed to the Grand Elder of the Nine Heavenly Clans and pronounced a Buddhist hymn.

Then Jiu Tian Xuan was a little confused, she originally since it was her own division to
come over to make things happen, but now it seems like that's not the case, Jiu Tian Xuan and Mo

Tianji looked at each other and both saw the enlightenment in each other's eyes. And then it was
like an opening, and then the next time, from all sides, one after another on the innate sectarians
rushed over. And in just ten minutes' time, 30 to 40 people have arrived, and the number is still
increasing.
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The Grand Elder walked up to Jiu Tian Xuan and said with a smile, "Son, you did a good job, but
let's leave it to us next, I got your communication earlier and rushed here with all the Ascended
Masters of the division, and all these seniors, they are also the ones we called ......"

Although Jiu Tian Xuan guessed something, he still asked somewhat incredulously, "Grand
Elder, are you guys gathering the power of the Ascended Masters of China to go over to Eastern
Ying?"

The Grand Elder nodded, and then said with a hint of determination in his eyes, "Well,
that's good, there are not enough people yet, but no matter what, by tomorrow morning, we will be
able to gather all of our strength and then together we will be able to kill the East Ying side. Boy,
this time it's no longer a matter for the Jun family head and the Lin family head themselves. In a
way, this battle is already considered a battle of national fortunes. Although it is only a battle
between the martial arts of China and the martial arts of East Japan, but if we worship, then within
the next few decades, we will all be suppressed by the East Japan side again, so this time, the Jun
family master and the Lin family master must be saved, otherwise we don't mind going to full-scale
war and slaughtering the entire Saint Shinobi power of the East Japan Shinobi world ...... "



The tone of the first elder kind is full of determination, and as her words fall, those around
the innate clan masters, also can't stop nodding their heads.

The second elder of the Nine Heavenly Clan also stepped forward and said to Jiu Tian Xuan,
"Child, you should know that although Cang was a cancer in our Chinese martial arts world, when
he existed, he somehow also resisted the invasion of external forces against us. And now that Cang

is dead, although Lin Hao has not yet broken through to that Grand Master realm, which is known
as the Land God, his battle power has already reached there. So no matter what, nothing can happen
to Lin Hao, Jun Wuhui is better, but not Lin Hao. If something happens to him, our entire Chinese
martial arts community will suffer a great disaster, so this time we, the old bones, even if we are all
buried in Eastern Japan, we still have to save Lin Hao back ......"

"This ......" Jiu Tian Xuan listened to the First Elder and Second Elder? Ai dyed zero er xi

er xi er? s words, and then look at those older seniors in the division, they each have a trace of
determination in their eyes, and then look around, these dozens of innate sectarians, are the same
meaning, Jiu Tianxuan heart can not help but rise a touch, the entire Chinese martial arts
community, because of this time, finally completely united together ......

"I am Mo Tianji ......"

"My next night one, on behalf of my big brother, again here to all seniors, all seniors hard
work ......" the next moment Mo Tianji and night one at the same time bent down to all the present

innate patriarchs deep obeisance.

These seniors, all of them are deeply righteous people, bowing for the sake of China, even
those who have retired long ago, have now re-emerged. And most of these people, most of them
have not even seen Lin Hao once.



Mo Tianji and Night One personally opened the gate and let the group of patriarchs in. After
looking at each and every Chinese retired patriarch come to help each other, ready to assemble
together to kill Eastern Ying, Mo Tianji and Night One, just feel the hot blood in their hearts, this
moment are burning wildly ......

And with the passage of time, from time to time, there is also a Xiantian patriarch, with the
idea of looking lightly at life and death, arrived here. Those hidden seniors, one by one, are
assembled towards this side ......

Hot blood was igniting and began to burn like crazy, this time, Jun Wu Ren was trapped in

Eastern Ying for Lin Hao. The first thing you need to do is to go to the rescue of Jun Wu Ren, and
the body alone to kill the East China Sea. But now China's hidden dozens, hundreds of ancestors,
long retired seniors, and then after hearing the news, there is no hesitation to rush over to
assemble ......
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The blood of China is burning, one innate master is assembling, and they have already planned to
log in early the next morning, declaring war on the entire Eastern Japan Shinobi world!

And likewise, the Kyoto Prefecture, Lin Hao and Zu's battle has also reached the white-hot
stage. The two existences above the Ascendant had opened the most crazy duel. The completely
berserk Ancestor, as well as the blackened Lin Hao, were engaging in a battle that was insane to the
extreme. Both of them threw away their weapons, it was the most primitive fist and foot blast, and
each time was a hard clash.



The black mist on Lin Hao's body was constantly being torn apart, and there were pieces of
flesh and blood falling off, while the same was true of Zu over there, with new wounds being added

to his body every moment.

Click ...... after a light sound, Zu's chest was broken by Lin Hao's fist several roots. And
the same Lin Hao's body bones were also broken several. But the two people acted as if nothing was
wrong, no one cared about the injuries on their bodies, they just blasted and blasted again. And
neither one of them stepped back.

Bang Bang ...... the next moment the fists of the two, both directly bombarded each other's
head. The two people's bodies all sunk deep into the ground. But immediately afterwards the mud
around the two exploded. Once again tangled together.

It is impossible to describe the intensity of the battle between the two, even half-step divine
ninja did not dare to join the battle between the two, because just the aftermath of the battle between
the two, they were able to tear them to pieces.

One minute, two minutes ...... ten minutes later, Zu's state began to decline, the first his
own real battle power, originally too much weaker than Lin Hao, and his battle power of a short
period of time to improve, is completely to burn their own reserves to stimulate out. Simply can not
long battle. And in this short ten minutes, he and Lin Hao have fought tens of thousands of times.
Each blow is hard, realistic without the slightest retreat.

Boom ...... After another monstrous loud sound came out, Zu and Lin Hao's bodies briefly
separated. Joe panted heavily, his body already had as many as a hundred wounds, each one
bleeding out. Joe felt the accelerated loss of body power, and his cloudy eyes flashed? Lu Zha Ai

closed the grill to serve Zha Ai? Over a trace of reluctance. Decades of patience with the
accumulation of ah, he broke through to the level of divine patience ten years ago, but he has not yet
announced to the world ah, he has not even made a sound to the world ah, so faded away ......



Ten years ago, Cang was still alive at that time, so he just had to endure.When he easily got

Cang died half a year ago, he thought he could bring the Eastern Shinobi world out of the world, but
he never thought that when he boiled Cang to death, boiled to the biggest obstacle in the Eastern
world, after the weakening of the martial arts power of China, he waited for Lin Hao. And Lin Hao
just came over tonight, and already slaughtered the majority of the peak of the war power of the
eastern ninja world. If he can't escape again tonight, the eastern Japan Shinobi world will be
completely finished ......

The first thing you need to do is to get rid of the problem. Joe's heart is full of regret and
resignation.

"Such a degree of combat, at most can support another minute, a minute later, if you can not
seriously wound him to kill him, you must escape, absolutely can not be attached to the battle with
a fluke, absolutely ...... can not ......" Cang gulps of ragged breath, blood flowing like water, the
whole person has become a bloody man, deadly stare at his not far from the same seriously wounded

Lin Hao.

At this moment, Zu was looking at Lin Hao, Lin Hao was also looking at him with a smile.
Only now Lin Hao his state is very wrong. It was not like a normal person at all, more like an evil
god. His body was also bleeding like water, but the wounds on his body were healing at an
extremely fast rate as the black qi rolled over, and within a few breaths, the wounds on his body,
had stopped bleeding. Then the breath and battle power consumed by the madness of the battle just
now, is now also rapidly recovering at a speed visible to the naked eye ......

A dozen seconds later, Lin Hao's qi actually returned to its peak. The recovery was so
amazing that Lin Hao's eyes were still pitch black and looked incomparably evil and awe-inspiring.
He stared across at Zu who was panting madly and said, "Oh ...... still not running away? You only

have a minute at most, huh? Do you want to hurry up and run away ah?"



After hearing Lin Hao's words, Zu's face changed dramatically as he stared at the wound
that he had just inflicted on Lin Hao at an extremely heavy cost, but now it was actually healing like

new so quickly. He felt that the whole world had become unreal, staring at Lin Hao with a deadly
stare: "Who are you? What the hell are you? You're not Lin Hao! A normal person even if he is a

Grand Master of China, even if he is Cang, he can't recover so fast ！！！！"
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This moment of Zu, he was really scared, from the heart. Yes, he was right, Cang that day in the
Lin ancestral home by Lin Yan above their siege into serious injuries, even after three months of
recovery in the secret stronghold, but also did not recover to the realm of the Grand Master. But Lin
Hao was different, the current Lin Hao actually recovered to the peak of his battle power in just a
dozen seconds. This has completely exceeded the range of normal martial arts.

Black pupil Lin Hao has a deep meaning? Diyisi closed love steak ground love? The smile,
although his pupils have all become black, but can be seen, his eyes are still filled with a trace of
sarcasm and a trace of disdain. That feeling how to say it, if you have to have a definition, it is a
kind of superior life to the lower life of contempt, although we are now the same battle power, but
it is like the essence of life has been different ......

Black pupil Lin Hao evil intent awe-inspiring, licked his lips, looked at Zu said:
"Giggle ...... see ah, I am Lin Hao, but also not him ah. I am his Dao ah, the extreme Dao ah. I want
to thank you ah, if not for you, I am still pressed by him, can not get out. Lin Hao that person is also
really stupid ah, in the past when the duel with Cang, directly released me would not be good? That

way to kill Cang will not have to pay such a big price ah, but also had to end up getting himself
seriously injured, cut ...... really a big fool ......"



"What? You ...... you ......" Zu fingers trembling and pointed at the black pupil Lin Hao,
this moment he has been shocked speechless. Just now he felt very wrong, when now from the

mouth of this black pupil Lin Hao, he finally confirmed. The person in front of him was still Lin

Hao's body, but it was more like his mind had been taken over by something. And this thing
claimed to be Lin Hao's jidao. Since when the hell can something like the Extreme Dao produce an
ego consciousness? Joe's heart was appalled to the extreme ......

Black pupil Lin Hao disdainfully looked at the ancestor slowly said: "have told you ah, you
can only maintain such a state for a minute, still do not run? Run, hurry up and run ......"

Joe swallowed hard, once again disregarding the injuries on his body, and stuffed a large
amount of secret medicine into his mouth. Forced to suppress the injuries on his body, once again
gathered the battle intent against Lin Hao. And black-pupil Lin Hao, as if not in a hurry, just
quietly waiting for Zu's recovery, as if to him, Zu is just a toy, he is not in a hurry at all.

After another half minute, the aura of the ancestor finally coalesced again to its peak level.
At this time black pupil Lin Hao spoke up, he looked at the ancestor and said: "Is this the end? Can

not go higher? Then this is very meaningless ah ......"

"What did you say?" Joe looked deeply at black-pupil Lin Hao.

Black pupil Lin Hao sneered disdainfully, slowly stood up straight body, with the moment
he stood up straight body, his body aura boom once again crazy climb, Zu instantly felt a trace of
death, eyelids instantly jumped wildly, this moment black pupil Lin Hao gave him the feeling of

extreme danger, Zu did not have the slightest hesitation to turn around and flee ......



Black-pupil Lin Hao, looking at the ancestor who is now fleeing madly into the distance,
sneered: "Really think that you can fight me for so long by upgrading to the middle stage of divine
endurance? It's just that I just came out and played with you, since now I've had enough and you
can't give me any new surprises, then you can go to hell ......"

Black-pupil Lin Hao said, his body instantly disappeared, and when it reappeared, it had
actually arrived directly in front of the frantic fleeing Zu, and reached out and directly squeezed
Zu's neck.

"Goodbye ......" the corner of black-pupil Lin Hao's mouth raised a wicked evil smile, then
with a bang, he crushed Zu's neck ......

At this point, the strongest divine ninja in the Eastern Japan Shinobi world, Zu, died,
completely fallen ......
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"Cut, garbage ......" black pupil Lin Hao, a disdainful sneer in his eyes, that feeling is the strongest
in the eastern ninja world this god ninja, and did not give him a little surprise like. Black pupil Lin
Hao finished, and threw the body of Zu to the side to go. As he was about to leave, he suddenly
turned around and stared at the place where Zu's body had fallen.

"Hmm? Is that the legendary Dao fruit? But why wasn't it there when Cang died that day?
Instead, this Ancestor who had just reached the early stage of divine endurance coalesced after his
death?" Black-pupiled Lin Hao stared at the corpse of the ancestor and murmured, with a hint of
surprise in his eyes, because at this moment, on the corpse of the ancestor, at some point, a
bone-white fruit had actually coalesced. The fruit was the size of a thumb, and the whole body was
emitting a peculiar dao rhythm.



When Cang died that day, there was no such dao fruit. In fact, this kind of thing is very,
very rare, reasonably speaking, a great master or divine endurance after death, their own lifetime of
martial arts experience is going to condense a dao fruit, but the probability of this is very low very

low, and the way this thing appears, or can not be with any method? The way this thing appears, or
not in any way? Can calculate the.

Black pupil Lin Hao after a moment of silence, then walked to the corpse of the ancestor,
bent down to take out the dao fruit, carefully examined a moment and said, "This is a very good
thing ......"

He then left, and Ancestor's corpse was completely engulfed by the fire. Black pupil Lin
Hao body leap, jumped to the top of the shrine, looking at the moment in all directions are madly
surging towards the crowd, as well as that distant flashing police cars, military vehicles, fire
vehicles, etc., disdainful sneer. The battle this evening, the eastern ninja world seventy percent of
the high-end power, has been slaughtered by him.

"The people who should be killed have been almost killed, Jun Wuhui? The company's
main goal is to provide the best possible solution to the problem. And just listening to the meaning
of the ancestor, Jun Wu Regret is still alive now, good, then let's take a walk ......" black pupil Lin
Hao muttered a sentence, then his body flashed, instantly disappeared in the original place, towards
the direction of the northern part of Eastern Japan... ...

Black-pupil Lin Hao's speed was very fast, and his sense of the aura of the powerful seemed
to be even clearer. An hour later, he arrived at a small island that was all frozen. This is exactly the
place where Jun Wu Ren was imprisoned, the ancient prison of the Eastern Shinobi world. The
place is specially built for the Saint Shinobi level characters. The first time black-pupil Lin Hao
came here, he felt a dozen strong breaths hidden here, those breaths were all at the Saint Shinobi
level, and there were four peak Saint Shinobi among them.



Black-pupil Lin Hao mouth reveals a hint of evil smile, murmuring: "the highest end of the
power of the eastern ninja world, have killed seventy to eighty percent ah, this if the place is
slaughtered again, the eastern ninja world is afraid that it will not go back a hundred years, basically
no hope of rising again ......"

Black pupil Lin Hao smiled, his body appeared at the entrance in a flash, and then violently
destroyed the door, just walked in, without a care.

"What man?"
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When the black-pupil Lin Hao entered the ancient prison where Jun Wu Ren was being held, a loud
cry came from inside, but before the saint ninja could make any move, his head was already blown
off by Lin Hao's finger. The defense force is naturally strong. Now when these people saw the

invasion of foreign enemies, they all came with weapons to kill ......

The time was very short, just less than ten minutes, this most heavily defended ancient
prison, has been completely broken down, the resistance inside all by the black pupil Lin Hao to
erase.

Ten minutes later, Black Pupil Lin Hao crossed through an iron gate and arrived at the
deepest part of this ancient prison, where there was a secret room where hot and cold were

constantly opposing each other. A dozen arm-thick chains were still hanging above the chamber,
four of which were even vertically downward, passing through a stone door on the ground and
extending downward again ......



Black-pupil Lin Hao frowned for a while after looking at it, there was more than a hint of a
dawning look in his eyes. He then blasted the stone slab covering the ground with a single punch,
which revealed a huge underground space beneath the slab, which was very bizarre, a space filled
with red-brown gas. From above, you can't see the figure of Jun Wu Ren either.

Black-pupil Lin Hao hesitated and jumped down, and according to his calculations, he fell
as much as a hundred meters. By the time his feet hit the ground, he suddenly felt his body being
invaded by two very different auras. One half of his body was like being immersed in lava, while
the other half was like being inside an extreme ice cold.

"Interesting, the space and time here are actually distorted ...... this is an extremely special
magnetic field, this place is very good ah ......" black pupil Lin Hao muttered a few words, but then
also did not care, this inside the environment although very harsh, even the saint ninja level
existence, stay here will be greatly affected, but he will not, really is that he is already too strong too
strong.

Clatter ...... next moment a sound of chains crashing came out, black pupil Lin Hao walked
in the direction of the sound came from, after walking a dozen meters, he saw Jun Wuhuai who was

hanging in mid-air by four chains. The look on Jun Wu Regret's face was very painful, both lute
bones were pierced by chains, and there were dozens of hideous wounds on his body, Jun Wu

Regret's body was half hot and half cold. Jun Wu Ren's lips were shivering, but at that moment he
heard the sound of Lin Hao coming, and fiercely opened his eyes to look in the direction where the
sound came from, and then he saw Lin Hao.

"Not bad, after being so badly injured and strength is also blocked, actually still have a clear
mind, then it seems that then, is your willpower is really strong ah ......" black pupil Lin Hao has?
Love the ground whisked zero steak Lu Yi zero? Some playful to Jun Wu Ren said.



"Lin Hao, you're here? Wait, you ...... your eyes?" Jun Wu Regret was still very excited

after seeing Lin Hao's arrival, but when he looked clearly at Lin Hao's eyes, he was immediately
shocked ...... an extremely strange feeling was presented in his mind ......
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"Hmm?My eyes? Oh, do not care, just darkened it ......" black pupil Lin Hao said indifferently, his
body evil intent four bubbles, Jun Wu Regrets deep frown, he always felt that the Lin Hao in front
of him is very wrong. The black-pupil Lin Hao, after looking straight at him for a while, said: "No,
you are not Lin Hao, the Lin Hao I know is full of righteousness, but you are full of evil, who are
you in the end?"

Black-pupil Lin Hao paused, looked at Jun Wuhuai with interest, the corners of his mouth
raised a smile of evil intent slowly said: "Yo, not bad, this can actually see? Oh ...... good, you can
also not take me as Lin Hao. In fact, it's not a big deal, I am Lin Hao, only I am his extreme path

only, the first time out to see the world just. Oh ...... you don't think of me as schizophrenic, do
you?" Black pupil Lin Hao licked his lips bizarrely.

Jun Wuhuo's heart trembled hard, his eyes were wide with disbelief. Black-pupil Lin Hao
gave him an explanation he could not understand somewhat, but in his heart there was some clarity
again. Just when he still wanted to continue to ask what, suddenly standing in front of him black

pupil Lin Hao body began to twitch up, the state also became very wrong.

"You ...... what happened to you?" Jun Wu Ren asked to the black pupil Lin Hao, no matter
how to say this body in front of him is Lin Hao's, this point is absolutely sure.

Just at this moment black pupil Lin Hao but did not answer his words, but the whole body
twitched a few times after, suddenly body? The body then collapsed straight, just an invisible



magnetic field hit his head. For a moment his mind seemed to have entered another dimension
inside, and inside that dimension, his mind saw some images that made him feel extremely shocked

as well.

In that image, it was a world of pure martial arts, in that world, there was no modern
technology, no electric lights, no guns, no planes and satellites. There are only endless mountains
and rivers, and the martial arts legions with cold weapons and the strongest martial artists, where
each of them has an amazing battle power and destructive power. And in the middle of one of the
powerful mountain gate, gathered countless martial power, and there are some Grand Master and
even Grand Master and above breath martial artists there are many, many ......

And most importantly, he saw that above those powerful martial arts powerhouses, there
was a main seat, and there was a woman sitting on top of that position, a ...... woman who looked
exactly the same as Shen Xiyan. In the black pupil Lin Hao look at the woman who looks the same
as Shen Xiyan, the woman as if she also felt something as well, looked up to this side also looked.

And with this glance, immediately black-pupil Lin Hao's mind was blown away. An
indescribably strong sense of impact hit his sea of consciousness. Instantly, the black pupil Lin
Hao's thinking tore to pieces. And manifested on the outside is Lin Hao at this moment nose ear
mouth corners all out of blood to ......

"Lin Hao! Lin Hao! What's wrong with you? What's wrong with you? Answer me!!!" Jun
Wu Ren was not sure what had happened to Lin Hao, but he could also see that at this moment, Lin
Hao he was very wrong, so he hurriedly roared loudly to Lin Hao, trying to wake up Lin Hao's
consciousness.

Just Lin Hao is like completely did not hear the same, just so straight stand in place, not
moving, seven orifices bleeding, face rose endless pain expression, as if suffering from
something ......



A minute, two minutes ...... until ten minutes have passed. A light buzzing sound, Lin
Hao's body once again trembled violently. With this light chirp, the black color in Lin Hao's eyes
gradually dissipated, and his pupils slowly returned to their normal color ......

Bang ......When Lin Hao's eyes returned to normal, he directly half-kneeled on the ground,
breathing heavily, just this short few minutes, Lin Hao has been sweating like rain, the whole
person is like being washed by water. The breath on his body instantly dropped by as much as ten
times, and his face became incomparably pale.

"Lin Hao? Lin Hao? Did you hear my words? Answer me!!!" Jun Wu Regret yelled at Lin

Hao, anxious, Lin Hao's state was too bizarre, especially before when Lin Hao's pupils turned
black, that aura made him feel incomparably evil and terrifying. That state of Lin Hao, giving him
a feeling of extreme danger, as if a single blow could kill him. In the past, although Lin Hao was
also very strong, but definitely did not make him so afraid.
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"It's okay ......" Lin Hao opened his mouth and returned to Jun Wu Regret, then sat on his knees on
the ground and closed his eyes. Just his deeply furrowed brow still made Jun Wu Regret worry. But
just Lin Hao's words, has returned to normal, Jun Wu Regret heart and more or less at ease ......

As Lin Hao closed his meditation, time once again passed little by little, this time Lin Hao
directly meditated for an hour's time. When he opened his eyes again, his body's breath completely
returned to normal, although still a bit depressed, but is no longer so weak.

The next moment, Lin Hao pulled out his sword and cut off the chains tied to Jun Wuhuai's
body. Jun Wu Ren's body fell to the ground, and Lin Hao threw him a pile of secret medicine:



"Hurry up and recover from your injuries. The environment here is harsh, but it has a refining effect
on your martial dao, will you recover here, or should I take you up to recover?"

Jun Wu Ren picked up the healing medicine given by Lin Hao and poured it into his mouth
directly without looking at it, threw away the bottle and looked at Lin Hao and said, "It doesn't
matter, it's fine here, I also think it's very nice here ...... don't worry, I can still hold up!"

Lin Hao nodded and said, "Well, okay, your injuries are too heavy, hurry up and adjust to
recover, I'm on the side to protect you ......"

Jun Wuhuo waved his hand and said, "No hurry, you tell me first, what happened to that
state of yours just now? Your eyes are completely black, and that state of yours, the breath is too
evil, but very powerful. What was that all about? That black pupil state, was it you or not?"

Lin Hao said with a stony face, "It was me, no, to be more precise, that state should be my
Extreme Dao impacting on me. I felt it before, but I've just been suppressing it. But tonight, when
I fought with that Shinobi from the East, that state somehow sparked out, and I felt like I was losing
myself in that state. The conversation with you, is not my original heart!" After Lin Hao finished
speaking, he gave Jun Wu Regret a deep look.

After Jun Wu Regret looked at Lin Hao for a while, his face became even more grave as he
looked at Lin Hao and said, "Let me ask you, if one day when that Extreme Dao state of yours is
inspired, will it cause harm to the people around you?"

Jun Wu Ren he and Lin Hao had been rivals a few times, and the two of them had to fight

together for a position of Yanjing's No. 1 Heavenly Pride, and also for a status of China's No. 1
Heavenly Pride together. But now they are more of friends, brothers. Jun Wu Regrets asked Lin



Hao this question, not at all because he was worried about himself, but more because he was
worried that one day Lin Hao would not be able to control his extreme dao and cause irreparable
harm to the most important people around him, such as Shen Xiyan, and if that happened, when Lin
Hao came to his senses again, how regretful would Lin Hao be? The image he Jun Wu regret not

even dare to imagine, that time Lin Hao will certainly be mad, and the extreme Lin Hao mad, I am
afraid that for the world will be an irresistible disaster, because that state? West zero love west

service steak intention? The state of Lin Hao, to be too much stronger than Cang ......

Lin Hao's body trembled, he naturally instantly heard the meaning of Jun Wuhuai's words.
After a moment of silence, he slowly said: "After I fully stimulate the extreme dao state, my battle
power will soar ten times. When I fought against the divine ninja and the nine half-step divine ninja
on the Eastern Ying side before, I hardly felt too challenging, it was really easy, I killed them with

ease ......"

Jun Wu Ren listened to Lin Hao's words, his whole body was trembling, he knew that what

Lin Hao said was the truth. He also didn't doubt for a second that Lin Hao would lie to him. Lin
Hao was telling him that that Extreme Dao state of his was strong and powerful. Jun Wu Ren

swallowed hard, took a deep breath, and opened his mouth to continue speaking to Lin Hao, but he
was stopped by Lin Hao waving his hand.

Lin Hao looked deeply at Jun Wu Regret, and the next moment took out a bone-white dao
fruit from his pocket, and threw it directly into Jun Wu Regret's mouth, saying: "This is the dao fruit
of that divine ninja, Ancestor, over here in Eastern Japan. The environment here is difficult, has
great benefits to martial arts cultivation, you strive to just try here, see if you can break through that
layer above the layer of innate heaven, after all, the current you, is only half a step away from that

level ......"

"What? Such an important thing, you just gave it to me? Lin Hao ...... this?" Jun Wu Ren

looked at Lin Hao incomparably shocked. For a while did not know what to say, he knew very well

in his heart, Lin Hao gave him this thing to eat, how important it was. It was already considered a
priceless treasure. It can't be measured by anything at all.



Lin Hao silent will look at Jun Wu Ren said: "you said, we are friends, you came to rob the
medicine in the East for me before, now I send you a chance is nothing. And ...... and if there really
is that day ...... kill me ......"
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Jun Wu Regret stared at Lin Hao, he did not speak, Lin Hao did not speak at this moment, the two
people just look at each other quietly, after a long time, Jun Wu Regret took a deep breath and

asked: "Are you serious about this?"

Lin Hao nodded heavily and said, "Well, seriously!"

Jun Wu Regret shook his head and said firmly: "Don't worry, you have me, Night One, and
the support of the Nine Heavenly Clans, and even all the Heavenly Masters in the whole of China,
we definitely will not let you go that far, don't say anything more to me, don't forget, Cang has died,
the future of China still needs an existence above the Heavenly Clans to guard! I alone can't do
it ......"

After Jun Wu Ren said, no longer give Lin Hao the opportunity to speak, directly sat on the
ground on his knees and closed his eyes, seize the time to recover, Lin Hao gave him such an

important patriarchal dao fruit, he can not waste, perhaps the only one in this world. And before Lin
Hao black pupil of that state, also let Jun Wu Regrets heart more than a sense of urgency, he is also
afraid, afraid that Lin Hao will one day lose himself, make irreparable things, and if you want to
stop that time Lin Hao, the only way to break through to the Grand Master, he will only be able to
break through to the degree of Grand Master, then there will be so a chance to stop the black pupil
Lin Hao.



After Jun Wu Regret closed his eyes and meditated to digest the dao fruit, Lin Hao also sat
down on the side, on the one hand to Jun Wu Regret protection, on the other hand, he fell into a
deep memory. Before he completely released the extreme dao state, is also the first time to fully
release the extreme dao state, he also did not imagine that state, he would be so powerful. The first
time Lin Hao had used the Extreme Dao before was when he took Jun Wu Ren to Western Europe
half a year ago and rescued Lin Yan. At that time, he killed Lin Xiaoyun, who was in the middle
stage of the Innate Patriarch, with a single slash.

Only at that time his polar dao was not as powerful as it is tonight, and later when he fought
against Cang, at that time he had vaguely felt a hint of something wrong, at that time he had been
able to vaguely feel that his polar dao had a hint of imperfection. The main thing is also that when
he broke through to the late stage of the Jidao Sovereign, at that time he did not feel much strong
pressure in the face of the seriously injured Cang.

And tonight the hostile force on the side of the eastern ninja world is just a little too strong.
And time is short, every more when miss a moment, Jun Wu Ren side will be a touch more

dangerous, Jun Wu Ren and white tiger risked his life to help him come to the East Japan side to

grab medicine. In any case, he could not fail to save Jun Wu Ren. So the first time he unleashed the
full force of the extreme dao state. Just not long after the full launch of the extreme dao state, Lin
Hao felt that something was wrong. Yes, very wrong.

Because of the extreme state of his mind and brain, the whole person's mind and brain, all
by tyranny, evil, killing, destruction and so on the extreme dark aura inundated, invaded. When his

pupils turned completely black, he even lost the right to speak to his body. That is, at that moment
he was in the brain's perception, it was as if there was an additional consciousness, a purely
destructive darkness consciousness ......

And this consciousness is not? dyed West picketing Yi'er dyed Aiji? By his control, in fact,
before the black pupil Lin Hao in conversation with Zu, as well as with Jun Wuhuai dialogue. Lin
Hao all clear, but at that time lost control of the body, he was like a bystander, silently watching the
scene that happened in front of him.



Lin Hao frowned deeply, he closed his eyes and felt carefully, soon he saw a dark area in

the depths of his consciousness, that dark area at this moment shrunk into a ball, the breath also
weakened a lot, should be just by that mysterious breath heavy hit caused. But even then, when Lin
Hao tried to dispel the darkness deep in the sea of consciousness, he found that he could not do it at
all.

Lin Hao's heart fell silent, the darkness deep in his sea of consciousness was extremely
dangerous, even he himself felt incomparably dangerous. It was a state of energy consciousness that
was dozens of times stronger than his own. Lin Hao thought for a while and then had a plan in his
heart, that is, in the future, he absolutely must not let that dark consciousness awaken again, and he
absolutely must not be able to use the extreme dao state again.

Chapter 950

The reason why his Extreme Dao state receded so quickly this time was completely caused by the
impact of that mysterious aura just now. Otherwise, Lin Hao himself did not know how long he

would have to wait, how long he would have to wait before he could regain control of his body.
Very dangerous ...... spare now, when Lin Hao thought back afterwards, he felt a chill on his back,
sweating like rain ......

Just quickly Lin Hao's heart recalled, just full Extreme Dao state he saw that bizarre picture.
In that mysterious and rippling world of martial arts, that woman who looked exactly like Shen
Xiyan. Lin Hao was certain in his heart that the aura on that woman was completely above the
Grand Master. That kind of powerful even the extreme dao state of him, but also is not a rival. But
the more confusing question for Lin Hao came.

Who the hell was that woman? And what is that mysterious and powerful pure martial

world? Could it be that there is really a connection to another world in this world? Or is it a parallel



world? Or maybe it's a person from a parallel world? One mystery after another emerged in Lin

Hao's mind, but he couldn't figure it out in a short time ......

Lin Hao opened his eyes, looked at this mysterious and extremely mysterious area around
him, and already had a plan in his heart. In any case, from now on this place, must be blocked.

After Lin Hao had a decision in his heart, he closed his eyes again and continued to
recuperate his body. The environment of this place had a great effect on the refinement of the
martial dao, allowing one's battle power to become more solid and one's realm to become more

stable. He had previously killed all the way from the edge of Eastern Japan to here, slaughtering
most of the Shinobi world in Eastern Japan, and he had very heavy injuries, especially when the
extreme dao state was hidden, his body's weakness was even more powerful. Lin Hao stuffed a
large handful of secret medicine into his mouth and meditated to recover ......

And now the time has reached late night zero, in the underground space of the most
mysterious and cruel ancient prison in Eastern Japan, Jun Wu Ren and Lin Hao just silently

recovered ......

The time passed slowly, soon an hour passed, two hours passed, and just when the third
hour was about to end, Lin Hao opened his eyes violently and looked at Jun Wu Regret's side with
some surprise. Because at this moment the aura on Jun Wu Regret began to fluctuate violently, as
time passed, the aura on Jun Wu Regret began to surge and surge again ......

The next moment, a loud boom came out, the aura on Jun Wu Regret instantly broke

through a big level, in the blink of an eye more than ten times stronger, all the clothes around the
body were shattered, and black residue dirt was forced out of the pores everywhere on the body.



The moment he opened his eyes, there was a brilliant flash of light deep in his eyes, and his
entire aura changed with a bang at this moment. It seems like a leap in life level, a leap to another
higher level, he broke through, successfully broke through the half layer of the window paper,
advanced to the level of the Grand Master, translated to the East Japan, is the East Japan side of the
sacred ninja! At this moment, Jun Wu Ren, his aura is already comparable to the level of the
ancestor who was killed by the extreme dao state before ......

The king, the absolute king! The moment Jun Wu Regret succeeded in breaking through,
the sky outside the ancient prison of Eastern Japan also rose up ......

Inside the underground space of the Ancient Prison, after the successful breakthrough, Jun
Wuhuai's eyes were very complicated, there was excitement, but more than that, he was moved. He
looked at the ? Xi Zhaoyan Shanshan er steak zero? Eyes at his side not far away to give him

protection Lin Hao, took a deep breath, bent down to Lin Hao a deep bow: "Today I Jun Wu Regret

have you as a friend, is my greatest luck, thanks ......"
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